**border-collapse property** A CSS property that merges adjacent table borders into one border.

**caption element** An element that provides a caption for a Web table.
**caption-side property** A CSS property that sets the location of the table caption.
**col element** An element that defines a table column.
**colgroup element** An element identifying the columns in a Web table.
**colspan attribute** An attribute that causes a table cell to span across multiple columns.
**column-count property** A CSS property that sets the number of columns in a columnar layout.
**column-gap property** A CSS property that sets the space between columns in a columnar layout.
**column-rule property** A CSS property that adds a dividing line between columns in columnar layout.
**rowspan attribute** An attribute that causes a table cell to span across multiple rows.
**table frame** An attribute that specifies which sides of a Web table have borders.
**table rule** An attribute that specifies how internal gridlines are drawn within a Web table.
**tbody element** An element that groups rows belonging to the table body.
**text-align property** A CSS property that horizontally aligns the text within an element.
**th element** An element used to mark a table heading cell.
**thead element** An element that groups rows belonging to the table header.